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“[A] deep and sweeping account of a relentless search for justice.” —The Washington Post

More than seven decades after the end of the Second World War, the era of the Nazi Hunters is drawing to a
close as they and the hunted die off. Their saga can now be told almost in its entirety.

After the Nuremberg trials and the start of the Cold War, most of the victors in World War II lost interest in
prosecuting Nazi war criminals. Many of the lower-ranking perpetrators quickly blended in with the millions
who were seeking to rebuild their lives in a new Europe, while those who felt most at risk fled the continent.
The Nazi Hunters focuses on the small band of men and women who refused to allow their crimes to be
forgotten—and who were determined to track them down to the furthest corners of the earth.

The Nazi Hunters reveals the experiences of the young American prosecutors in the Nuremberg and Dachau
trials, Benjamin Ferencz and William Denson; the Polish investigating judge Jan Sehn, who handled the case
of Auschwitz commandant Rudolf Höss; Germany’s judge and prosecutor Fritz Bauer, who repeatedly
forced his countrymen to confront their country’s record of mass murder; the Mossad agent Rafi Eitan, who
was in charge of the Israeli team that nabbed Eichmann; and Eli Rosenbaum, who rose to head the US
Justice Department’s Office of Special Investigations that belatedly sought to expel war criminals who were
living quietly in the United States. But some of the Nazi hunters’ most controversial actions involved the
more ambiguous cases, such as former UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim’s attempt to cover up his
wartime history. Or the fate of concentration camp guards who have lived into their nineties, long past the
time when reliable eyewitnesses could be found to pinpoint their exact roles.

The story of the Nazi hunters is coming to a natural end. It was unprecedented in so many ways, especially
the degree to which the initial impulse of revenge was transformed into a struggle for justice. The Nazi
hunters have transformed our fundamental notions of right and wrong. Andrew Nagorski’s book is a richly
reconstructed odyssey and an unforgettable tale of gritty determination, at times reckless behavior, and
relentless pursuit.
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From reader reviews:

Janet Roldan:

Information is provisions for people to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone on
everywhere. The information can be a knowledge or any news even restricted. What people must be consider
whenever those information which is inside former life are hard to be find than now could be taking
seriously which one is acceptable to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you obtain the
unstable resource then you have it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All
those possibilities will not happen inside you if you take The Nazi Hunters as your daily resource
information.

Robert Wilkerson:

Spent a free time and energy to be fun activity to try and do! A lot of people spent their spare time with their
family, or their very own friends. Usually they carrying out activity like watching television, planning to
beach, or picnic inside the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Do you want to
something different to fill your own free time/ holiday? May be reading a book is usually option to fill your
cost-free time/ holiday. The first thing that you will ask may be what kinds of e-book that you should read. If
you want to test look for book, may be the e-book untitled The Nazi Hunters can be excellent book to read.
May be it might be best activity to you.

Leigh Harris:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information simpler to
share. You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon. You can see
that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. The actual book that recommended to you
personally is The Nazi Hunters this book consist a lot of the information of the condition of this world now.
This specific book was represented how do the world has grown up. The dialect styles that writer use for
explain it is easy to understand. The actual writer made some investigation when he makes this book.
Honestly, that is why this book acceptable all of you.

Frank Tye:

As a scholar exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher asked them to go to the library in order to make
summary for some e-book, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's heart or real their
hobby. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to go to the library. They go to right now there but
nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that reading through is not important, boring and can't see
colorful photographs on there. Yeah, it is for being complicated. Book is very important to suit your needs.
As we know that on this era, many ways to get whatever we wish. Likewise word says, many ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore , this The Nazi Hunters can make you sense more interested to read.
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